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If you haven't heard of a Savannah Cat, don't be surprised. they are one of the newest cat breeds

around, only recognized by The International Cat Association in 2012.  If you get online and search

for a Savannah and think, "That looks like a miniature cheetah!" you won't be alone in the reaction.

As descendants of the African serval cat, no amount of money is too much to pay for the

companionship and pure joy these remarkable domesticated cats will bring to your life. They really

aren't your typical house cat, and this book will tell you why.  Everything you wanted to know about

Savannah cats and kittens. Guaranteed to answer all your questions, this book is a must for anyone

passionate about Savannah cats or Savannah kittens.  It contains all of the information you need

about Savannah cats - personality, temperament, breeding, training, health, diet, life expectancy,

buying, cost, and more facts!
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Some good information for someone considering obtaining a Savannah kitten. It would also be an



educational and interesting read for an older child or teenager after you have exhausted the book.

For cat lovers, there is perhaps nothing as exciting as welcoming a new member of the family,

especially if it's as "wild looking" as a Savannah Cat. But the Savannah Cat is a fairly new breed,

having received recognition from the International Cat Association only in 2012, so you won't find a

lot of good and reliable information about how to take good care of this cat breed. You may be able

to adopt or get a Savannah kitten from a trusty pet shop or one of the more established breeders,

but you might have some difficulty finding trustworthy reference material about this breed. So it's a

great thing that Taylor David has come out with the book, `Savannah Cats and Kittens: Complete

Owner's Guide to Savannah Cat & Kitten Care.'The Savannah Cat can be a challenge to manage.

A hybrid breed created from cross-breeding an African Serval Cat and a domestic cat, the

Savannah Cat is exceptionally powerful, active and agile and people have often compared it to a

small cheetah. It takes a thorough understanding of its physical traits and temperament to live in

harmony with this cat. But make no mistake: the Savannah Cat is a joy to live with as a companion,

and the more you know about its uniqueness (with the help of David's book), the better your

experience of living with the cat will be.The book contains actionable information about

EVERYTHING you need to know about this hybrid breed: from the moment you choose one from a

cattery or breeder, to keeping it healthy and happy. The book can even help you make important

decisions about whether or not you should also engage in breeding this magnificent cat, or the

pre-emptive measures you can do to protect your beloved animal from the common threats to its life

and health.And most importantly, if you're still thinking about adopting or buying a Savannah kitten,

the book even provides a list of trustworthy breeders from around the world--you can easily contact

any of these breeders. Heck, you'll even learn the laws concerning the ownership of such a cat

breed. That's why when they put the phrase "the complete owner's guide" in the book's title, they're

not kidding.Overall, this is a great, comprehensive, and complete resource for anyone who is trying

to decide what cat breed to get or, if you already are a proud human companion of a Savannah Cat,

how to give it the best possible care in the world. I can't recommend this book too highly, especially

for genuine cat lovers. If you have invested in welcoming one of these tall feline beauties into your

life, then the next best thing you can do is invest in getting a copy of this book. Five stars, no less.

We are getting our Savannah kitten soon and I bought this Kindle book in hopes of learning more

things about the breed. The content is repeated over and over again almost verbatim in each

section. I learned everything in this book the first 10 minutes I Googled "Savannah Cats". Don't



waste your money. Read the Wiki on them and you will know everything this book has to teach you.

I'm in the market for a savannah cat and I bought this book to be better informed. Unfortunately, this

book contains little more than an brief overview of the cat that can easily be found with a google

search and isn't even as in-depth. For instance, this book doesn't cover the fact that savannahs will

eat anything and so you have to be super careful about little bit of debris lying around (the top

plastic part of a milk carton, etc.). Nor does it discuss training your cat to use a harness. It doesn't

talk about pushing your fingers into the cats mouth if it ever tries to play with you using too much

mouth - as they get older, this can lead to biting. I was about to give this better than one star, but

because this book advertises that it's a "complete" guide, this book crosses over from being a light

intro that might be interesting to some people, to an outright irresponsible scam. By using only this

"complete" guide, you may wind up with a dead cat - either because you didn't know you had to

spray bitter apple on all your electric chords, or because you bought an F2 that became agressive

because you didn't train it properly.

This book is very superficial. They triple spaced the lines to fill pages. The info was redundant, i.g.

they had several lists printed twice in different chapters of the book. It's like the author needed more

filler material. They really don't go into TICA standards in much detail. Nothing about temperament

is useful or profound.

This book is great I've learned a lot about the Savannah cats and kittens I now ready to get one of

my own

Very small book. had almost no information that I already did know about myself.and it was

definitely not worth the amount of money they're asking for it. It was more like a pamphlet then like a

book!
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